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Image Retrieval from Contextual Descriptions

The ImageCoDe Challenge:
Retrieve image from 10 minimally contrastive images based on a contextual description

Visual context and attention to nuances are necessary to identify the target image* 
(green), by cross-referencing the portions of images with bridesmaids (red boxes)

Description:
“No bridesmaid visible at all”

Description:
“There is no hand visible 

and almost all of the 
cardboard box in the 

bottom right is visible.”

Pragmatic reasoning is necessary to identify the target image* (green),
since the description is semantically false for the target (hands are visible)

Motivation
Create task that shows shortcomings of 
vision-and-language models
- pragmatics (implicatures, ambiguity)
- requiring “System 2 reasoning”
- temporality
- long-form & complex syntax
- nuances (minimally contrastive)

Step 1: collect minimally 
contrastive images from 3 
video datasets and Open 
Images via heuristics and 
visual distance

Step 2 & 3: crowdsource 
descriptions and verify with 
addition 1-3 human 
retrievals

94K images
(9.4K image sets)

21K descriptions

80% video-based

The Dataset

ImageCoDe Statistics and Phenomena

Test Accuracy on ImageCoDe (Top-1 Retrieval Accuracy)

 Number of images from each image source before and 
human retrieval verification

Language statistics compared to other 
vision-and-language datasets [1,2]

Model
Accuracy

ViLBERT/UNITER/CLIP  
[3,4,5]

zero-shot 19.3 / 19.8 / 22.4

random training batches 20.9 / 21.9 / 24.3

hard negative training batches 20.9 / 24.8 / 28.4

+ Context Module 22.3 / 24.4 / 27.7

+ Temporal embedding 24.5 / 25.7 / 29.9

Modeling: Integrating Context

Best performing model
- CLIP backbone (V&L)
- Context Module on top to 
attend/compare all images
- temporal embeddinglarge gap to 

human 91%

Check out our project page and 
leaderboard!
https://mcgill-nlp.github.io/im
agecode/

temporal 
embedding

text & image 
encoding

Takeaways
- new task in VL and pragmatic language 
understanding with large gap to humans
- videos more challenging and interesting than 
static images
- Adding necessary context to models helps 
only a little

*For brevity we only show a subset of the 10 images for these examples
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